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Abstract
Pruning is one of the main compression methods
for Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), where less
relevant parameters are removed from a DNN
model to reduce its memory footprint. To get
better final accuracy, pruning is often performed
iteratively with increasing amounts of parame-
ters being removed in each step, and fine-tuning
(i.e., additional training epochs) being applied to
the remaining parameters. However, this pro-
cess can be very time-consuming, since the fine-
tuning process is applied after every pruning step
and calculates gradients for the whole model.
Motivated by these overheads, in this paper we
propose ICE-Pick, a novel threshold-guided fine-
tuning method which freezes less sensitive lay-
ers and leverages a custom pruning-aware learn-
ing rate scheduler. We evaluate ICE-Pick using
ResNet-110, ResNet-152, and MobileNetV2 (all
defined for CIFAR-10), and show that it can save
up to 87.6% of the pruning time while maintain-
ing accuracy.

1. Introduction
Pruning is a popular method to compress large Deep Neu-
ral Network (DNN) models, making them more compact
and potentially faster (Deng et al., 2020). Typically, less im-
portant parameters are removed from a pre-trained model.
The remaining parameters are fine-tuned on the training
dataset to compensate for any potential accuracy loss.

To better maintain accuracy, some pruning methods lever-
age iterative fine-tuning, where an increasing proportion of
the model is pruned, with additional training (fine-tuning)
being performed after each pruning step. This continues
until a target compression ratio is reached. However, this
process can be prohibitively expensive. One-shot pruning
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attempts to mitigate this issue by pruning all of the param-
eters in a single step, and fine-tuning once (Li et al., 2016).
However, this may come with high accuracy penalties.

Motivated by these observations, in this work we propose
ICE-Pick (iterative cost-efficient), a simple yet effective ac-
curacy threshold-guided fine-tuning method that leverages
a custom pruning-aware learning rate scheduler and layer
freezing to reduce training costs, while still maintaining
similar accuracy. ICE-Pick accelerates the pruning process
by skipping fine-tuning when a given pruning step has
a tolerable impact on accuracy. Even when fine-tuning
is required, we adapt the concept of layer freezing seen
in transfer learning (Liu et al., 2021b). We identify layers
whose parameters are less likely to change significantly
during fine-tuning and freeze them for cheaper training.

The contributions of this paper include the following:

• We propose and describe our ICE-Pick method,
with components including layer freezing, threshold-
guided fine-tuning, and a tunable pruning-aware
learning rate scheduler.

• We validate the components of ICE-Pick, justifying
the use of layer freezing and the benefits of using our
pruning-aware learning rate scheduler.

• We evaluate ICE-Pick using ResNet-110, ResNet-152,
and MobileNetV2 with the CIFAR-10 dataset, showing
that it can save up to 87.6% of the pruning time while
maintaining accuracy.

2. Background and Related Work
Pruning methods can be characterized using four key di-
mensions (Blalock et al., 2020): Structure, Scoring, Schedul-
ing, and Fine-tuning. Structure is the level of granularity
of the pruning, and is generally divided into two classes:
unstructured and structured. In unstructured pruning indi-
vidual weights are removed, whereas structured pruning re-
moves groups of parameters such as whole filters/channels.
In this paper, our ICE-Pick method is formulated to focus
on filter pruning. Scoring is how we decide which parame-
ters to prune. For example, a popular approach is to use the
L1-norm (Li et al., 2016), where we prune parameters with
absolute values closer to zero. Scheduling is how much
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we prune in each step. For example, we might perform
all of the pruning in a single step (one-shot pruning), or
gradually increase the amount of pruning in iterative steps.
Finally, fine-tuning is how we recover lost accuracy by
training the model for a small number of epochs.

As compared to one-shot pruning, iterative pruning can
yield better accuracies if we fine-tune after every prun-
ing step (Li et al., 2016). However, the larger the model is,
the more expensive fine-tuning can be. Therefore, many
methods only fine-tune for 1 or 2 epochs with some accu-
racy penalty, sometimes training more epochs for the final
pruning step (Joo et al., 2021; Luo & Wu, 2017; Luo et al.,
2017). Note that even with a low number of epochs the
fine-tuning stage can still be prohibitively expensive.

Fine-tuning is not a concept exclusive to pruning. In trans-
fer learning (Brock et al., 2017), fine-tuning is also an im-
portant step that adapts the models to new data. Similar to
pruning, fine-tuning in transfer learning is also very time-
consuming (Liu et al., 2021b). To address this problem, some
methods use layer freezing to accelerate the fine-tuning
process (Brock et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021b),
where the parameters of some layers are ‘frozen’ such that
they cannot be changed during training. We believe this
idea can be adapted and applied to model pruning, due to
the similar role of fine-tuning in both tasks.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Overview

To reduce the fine-tuning time in iterative pruning, we
propose ICE-Pick, a technique that combines threshold-
guided fine-tuning and layer freezing. The intuition behind
ICE-Pick is that instead of fine-tuning the full model on
every pruning step, we freeze less sensitive layers and skip
retrainingwhen the accuracy reduction is lower than a user-
defined threshold. Figure 1 gives an overview of ICE-Pick,
showing how the learning rate is adjusted dynamically,
with Algorithm 1 describing the steps in more detail.

As shown in Figure 1, our method has 2 main stages. In
Stage 1, we freeze the model’s less sensitive layers; and
in Stage 2, after applying a pruning step, we fine-tune the
non-frozen layers adjusting the learning rate dynamically.
As well as the user-defined accuracy loss threshold, we also
use ‘width’, which is the number of non-pruned filters in a
given layer using the average across the model. Cases 1 ,
2 , and 3 show how we gradually reduce the learning rate
as the level of pruning increases, and in case 4 we stop
fine-tuning when the accuracy loss is below our threshold.

Algorithm 1 is a more detailed description of the ICE-Pick
method. The following subsections discuss the stages of
the algorithm, and further motivate our design choices.

Algorithm 1 ICE-Pick Pruning Method
1: Input: (1) Layer-wise Pruning operator P p.q, (2) Freeze

operator Freezep.q, (3) Accuracy testing operator Testp.q,
(4) Parameter calculating operator Paramp.q, (5) Fine-tuning
operator FTp.q, (6) ModelM , (7) Original accuracy accorig ,
(8) Accuracy drop threshold θ, (9) Percentage of frozen lay-
ers η, (10) Initial learning rate (LR) base, (11) Maximum LR
change∆, (12) The level of pruning where the midpoint of
the ∆ is reached p, (13) The shape control β

2: Output: Pruned ModelMP

3: MFrozen Ð FreezepM, η)
4: for layer L P MFrozen do Ź In forward direction
5: MFrozen Ð P pMFrozen, Lq

6: if accorig ´ TestpMFrozenq ě θ then
7: α Ð

ParampMFrozenq

ParampMq

8: max lr Ð Eq. 1p∆, α, p, baseq;
9: FTpMFrozen,max lrq

10: end if
11: end for
12: MP Ð MFrozen

13: return MP

3.2. Layer Freezing

As Stage 1 in Figure 1 and line 3 of Algorithm 1 shows,
we adapt the layer freezing technique commonly used in
transfer learning (Brock et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2021b). This is motivated by our observation in Section 4.1
that there are some layers that see smaller gradient shifts
than others during fine-tuning, typically layers earlier in
the model. Therefore we can skip training them, reducing
our fine-tuning costs.

3.3. Pruning and Fine-tuning

Lines 4-11 of Algorithm 1 show the pruning and fine-tuning
steps. For each layer, including the frozen ones, we apply
filter pruning. If we observe an accuracy drop higher than
or equal to our threshold (line 6), then we trigger fine-
tuning, otherwise we skip it. The user provides the accuracy
threshold, with its value varying depending on the learning
task and the user’s tolerance for accuracy loss.

If we trigger fine-tuning, we want to minimize training
time by converging on a higher accuracy more quickly. Dy-
namic learning rates are widely used to adapt the changing
learning conditions (Li et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019). It has
been shown that narrower models (i.e., smaller width, with
fewer filters per layer) have a narrower loss landscape (Li
et al., 2018), which may require lower maximum learning
rates. When we prune, we also shrink the loss landscape.
Therefore, inspired by S-Cyc (Liu et al., 2021a), we design
a pruning-aware learning rate scheduler where the maxi-
mum learning rate is determined by the level of pruning,
defined by the average width. Our maximum learning rate
is defined by:
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Figure 1: Overview of ICE-Pick. First, less sensitive layers are frozen (Stage 1), then for each layer we prune (the dotted
lines are the edges of the pruned parts) and fine-tune the model (Stage 2). The learning rate is adjusted dynamically, and
fine-tuning for a given step is halted if our accuracy loss is low.
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(a) ResNet-110
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(b) ResNet-152
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(c) MobileNetV2

Figure 2: Weights L1 shift delta after full DNN fine-tuning during iterative pruning; the learning rate is 0.001.

max learning rate “ base ´
∆

1 ` p α
2ˆp1´pq´αq

qβ
(1)

where α is the proportion of unpruned parameters, and the
hyper-parameters are: base , the initial learning rate;∆, the
maximum change in the learning rate during pruning, with
range (0, base); p, the level of pruning where the midpoint
of ∆ is reached, with range (0, 50%]; and β, which con-
trols the shape of the curve, with range (0, `8). By tuning
these hyper-parameters, we can flexibly formulate different
types of decreasing learning schedules for different situ-
ations. Table 1 shows the comparison in total number of
fine-tunings triggered to achieve comparable performance
between the fixed learning rate and our ICE-Pick learning
rate scheduler.

4. Evaluation
In this section, we validate ICE-Pick and demonstrate its
applicability in reducing the costs of pruning while main-
taining accuracy. In Section 4.1 we show how some DNN
layers change much less than others during fine-tuning,
justifying the use of layer freezing. Section 4.2 discusses
the performance of ICE-Pick under varying parameter con-
figurations. In Section 4.3 we validate the use of our custom
ICE-Pick learning rate scheduler. Section 4.4 discusses the
potential impact of ICE-Pick on future pruning works.

In our evaluation, we run three DNN models: ResNet-110
and ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016), andMobileNetV2 (Howard
et al., 2017), all defined on the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky

et al., 2009). We evaluate them on an NVIDIA TITAN RTX
GPU, taking the mean value of 10 evaluations for each
experiment. We use filter-pruning with L1-norm scoring,
and prune one block per step for our scheduling, where a
block is a sequence of consecutive layers. For fine-tuning,
we use SGD (Ruder, 2016) enhanced by knowledge distilla-
tion (Hinton et al., 2015), with at most one epoch for each
step, a momentum of 0.9, a weight decay of 1e´4, and a
batch size of 128 for train and test.

4.1. Validation of Layer Freezing

Figure 2 shows how the weights of different layers change
as the amount of fine-tuning increases. We observe that
across our three DNN models, earlier layers tend to see
smaller shifts, and the ordering of the layers is generally
maintained. This justifies both freezing less sensitive layers
(determined by observing weight shifts from one pruning
step), and applying the freezing step only once.

4.2. Parameter Perturbation

We compare the impact on accuracy and overall pruning
time for different parameter combinations and pruning
ratios. For our baseline, we prune with a fixed learning
rate of 0.001 and do not exploit any of the features of ICE-
Pick such as freezing and an accuracy drop threshold. For
ICE-Pick, we prune using varying freezing ratios and an
accuracy drop threshold of 1.5%. We observe that higher
freezing ratios give higher reductions in overall time. For
example, at a 40% pruning level (Figures 3(a)-3(c)), we re-
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(b) ResNet-152, Pruning ratio: 40%
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(c) MobileNetV2, Pruning ratio: 40%
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(d) ResNet-110, Pruning ratio: 60%
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(e) ResNet-152, Pruning ratio: 60%
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(f) MobileNetV2, Pruning ratio: 60%

Figure 3: Impact of varying parameter configurations, in terms of accuracy as pruning increases. The freezing ratios η are
0%, 30%, 70%, with the legends reporting the total time required. θ is the value of the accuracy drop threshold.

Table 1: Comparison between fixed and ICE-Pick learning
rates (LR). The pruning ratios are 60% and 40% for the
ResNets and MobileNetV2 respectively and the accuracy
drop threshold is 2.5%. For ICE-Pick, base is 0.001, ∆ “

7.5e´4, p “ 0.12, and β “ 50. #Ft is the total number of
fine-tunings triggered in 10 experiments.

Model Freeze LR Accuracy #Ft

ResNet-110
30% 0.001 90.38% 132
30% ICE-Pick 90.67% 102
70% 0.001 90.22% 133
70% ICE-Pick 90.55% 116

ResNet-152
30% 0.001 90.35% 196
30% ICE-Pick 91.35% 124
70% 0.001 90.34% 131
70% ICE-Pick 90.61% 112

MobileNetV2
30% 0.001 89.56% 21
30% ICE-Pick 89.26% 20
70% 0.001 90.1% 27
70% ICE-Pick 89.74% 24

duce the time required by up to 83.9%, 87.6%, and 74.0% for
ResNet-110, ResNet-152, and MobileNetV2 respectively.

For higher pruning ratios, we observe a lower average
reduction in pruning time, since we need to fine-tune more,
due to higher accuracy drops. At a pruning ratio of 60%
(Figures 3(d)-3(f)), we save up to 71.4%, 76.9%, and 32.0%
for ResNet-110, ResNet-152, and MobileNetV2 respectively.

For varying accuracy drop thresholds, we do not include
these results for brevity. However, comparing thresholds

of 0.5%, 1.5%, and 2.5%, as expected, higher thresholds re-
duced the time required while still reasonably maintaining
accuracies. This shows that ICE-Pick can keep the final
accuracy even with bigger accuracy drop thresholds.

4.3. Learning Rate Schedule Validation

To validate ICE-Pick’s learning rate scheduler, we compare
it against a fixed learning rate. Both approaches still use
layer-freezing and the accuracy drop threshold to optimize
fine-tuning. In Table 1 we see that our scheduler triggers
significantly fewer fine-tunings for 2 out of 3 models.

4.4. Discussion

In our experiments, we demonstrate how ICE-Pick works,
showing that we can maintain accuracy while reducing
fine-tuning time significantly, up to 87.5%. ICE-Pick has
tunable hyper-parameters, for which we explored the trade-
offs. For larger models or datasets, these trade-offs may
vary, but we will explore in future work.

5. Conclusion
Iteratively pruning DNN models can be very time-
consuming. In this paper, we propose ICE-Pick, a simple
yet effective threshold-guided method to accelerate the
fine-tuning procedure in iterative pruning. ICE-Pick can
save up to 87.5% of the pruning time while maintaining
similar final accuracies. In future work, we will consider
ICE-Pick in a broader range of models and datasets, as well
as other pruning methods such as unstructured pruning.
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